85% of Ukrainians believe that ‘It is important to continue fighting the Russian invasion, no matter the cost’, while 86% believe the resistance will continue regardless of Russia’s success in taking over Ukraine. Most Ukrainians don’t envision this resolve to fight diminishing: 77% predict they will still feel it is important to continue fighting the Russian invasion after 6 months, and 71% say the same after a year. The resolve is slightly stronger among men (89% compared to 81% of women), but is consistent across all ages.

Support for any deals to end the war is limited. The agreement that would restrict NATO troops and weapons in the countries bordering Russia garnered the most support while deals that would restrict Ukraine’s entry into the EU and NATO garnered less.

Ukrainians are split on who has the largest role to play in bringing an end to the war.

Would take the following deal if it stopped the war immediately

- Restricted Ukraine from ever joining the EU: 24%
- Restricted Ukraine from ever joining NATO: 29%
- Restricted NATO troops and weapons in the countries bordering Russia: 40%

Who has the largest role to play in convincing Russia to bring an end to the war?

- Russian oligarchs: 26%
- Difficult to answer/Refuse: 18%
- Ukrainian government: 17%
- NATO: 13%
- Chinese government: 11%
- United States: 9%
- The EU: 6%
Widespread Rejection of Russian Ties

82% Consider that they are **culturally** closer to Europe than Russia

84% Consider that they are **economically** closer to Europe than Russia

10% Consider that they are culturally closer to Russia than Europe

8% Consider that they are economically closer to Russia than Europe

Over half of Ukrainians feel that Russians support the war. Moreover, 68% feel that Russian troops who surrender should be imprisoned and put on trial.

“Most Russians...”

11% Support the war

35% Are against the war

54% Difficult to answer

Favorable Perceptions of Organizations / Countries

Demographics

Education

- Postgraduate degree: 2%
- Complete higher education: 41%
- Incomplete higher education: 18%
- Vocational education: 22%
- Complete secondary school: 13%
- Primary school or lower: 4%

Ethnicity

- Ukrainian: 94%
- Russian: 3%
- Other: 1%

Regions

- South: 16%
- Centre: 25%
- North: 13%
- Kyiv: 8%
- West: 24%
- East: 14%